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G E O P R I V A C Y  V I D E O  S E R I E S

SUMMARY

A wildlife ecologist describes advances in

animal tracking with GPS collars and the

benefits of the improved technology for

ecological research. A parallel is drawn

between GPS tracking of animals and GPS

tracking of humans via cell phones. The

ecologist discusses how GPS enables

scientists to track migration routes,

animals' unique paths, and impacts in

high-traffic areas. As the ability to track

both humans and other animals with GPS

becomes more ubiquitous, this video is

intended to spark discussion of any

relevant differences between the two. The

ecologist also mentions the vulnerability of

the GPS location data to cybersecurity

threats due to its valuable and sensitive

nature.

ACT IV I T I E S

Hold a class debate on the merits of GPS

animal tracking for research purposes. Is

there any potential for harm to the

animals? Do animals have a right to

privacy?

Hold a follow-up debate on the merits of

(involuntary) GPS tracking of humans for

research purposes. What are the pros and

cons? How is this similar to or different

from animal GPS tracking?
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Is it fair to compare GPS animal tracking

to tracking of humans using smartphone

GPS?

Which do you think is more pervasive,

company tracking of humans using GPS

or research tracking of animals using GPS

tags and collars?

What risks are involved in amassing

location data of rare and endangered

species online?

Should organizations obtain consent

from consumers to track phone GPS data

in cases of public safety or in a public

health crisis?


